By applying the typical implementation of 128-bit encryption, all CPAs cannot use more than 16 chosen-plaintexts. Unless the secret key is used in decryption, it is impossible to find out which of the 256 kinds of variations was used for the ciphertext. If the CPA increases the total amount of chosen-plaintexts by one, the number of generated encryption keys increased by 256 times. Since the the total key possibilities generated exceed the total number of encryption keys, it is not possible for CPA to win with a brute force attack. An array of random number sequences (RNS) are defined in advance.
58
This matrix will be provided based on the encryption and or decryption.
59
Since, its intended use is for public communications, the RNSM is published as a specification. Number of elements in the array is recommended 256 from convenience.
61
It is recommended that the length of each random number sequence is a coprime. 
Random Number Sequence Index (RNSI)

63
The index of a RNSM.
65
It is selected each time the encryption process is performed.
67
Number of bits is recommend 8-bit from convenience. CMPT will return to plaintext by reversing the procedure. 
XORveR ciphertext
76
It describes the XORveR ciphertext.
78
Encrypts the CMPT in any encryption scheme. 
The premise of the verification
81
It describes the premise of the Verification.
83
Weak ciphers to the ciphertext-only attack (COA) will never use.
84
In order to know that the encryption key is correct, CPA will need to decrypt the ciphertext.
86
If the CPA can know that the encryption key is correct without decryption, it will be COA problem 87 exists.
89
The encryption scheme that can be decoded without using the secret key should not be used.
90
Successful attack conditions
91
It describes the successful attack conditions.
93
How do we determine whether the attack was successful?
Execution time is essential for a CPA to decrypt.
96
The common operation for a CPA is the decryption process. In order to make verification simple, only the processing time of decryption is assumed.
99
And, the CPA will find the complete encryption key of the candidate.
100
In the brute-force-attack, there is no extra processing performed other than decoding.
101
Therefore, these conditions are favorable for a CPA.
102
As a result, these conditions argue that they are not favorable for XORveR technology.
104
In XORveR technology, we assume that the number of decryption processes represents the execution 105 time. 
Verification
111
It describes the Verification.
113
The validation assumes that the attack is on a 128-bit encryption.
115
One of the chosen-plaintext will be one of the 2 8 kinds of CMPT. In addition, the RNSI is independent 116 for each ciphertext.
117
Therefore, CPA will need to generate a encryption key combination for 256 types of different CMPT 118 for each ciphertext.
120
If a CPA requires the M chosen-plaintext, the number of encryption keys will reach 256 M .
121
All CPAs will need to check whether the decryptions generated with the encryption keys are correct.
122
Figure 7. encryption keys count.
If a CPA requires 16 chosen-plaintexts, the number of encryption keys will reach 256 16 (==2 128 ).
123
Since the number of decryptions required for CPA is the total number of encryption keys, the attack 124 failed. 
